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entertainment that can.please the masses long; with the
crowd curiosity is the chief inducement, and that satisfied, the
novelty once gone, the majority seek elsewhere amusements
"better adapted to their intelligence and associations.
Had Raphael read with discernment the newspaper articles
which within the last ten years had most powerfully contrib-
uted to exalt and glorify his sister, he would have seen the
organs of the press constantly complaining of the indifference
shown by the French public for the master-pieces of their own
language. Had he known any thing of the history of great
dramatic artists, he would have remembered that Talma, the
great Talma himself, never", even when in the apogee of his
fame, attained to the sum of the receipts of the houses brought
by Madame Catalani and Madame Malibran. He would have
learned that the art of the tragedian is a liberal art, and not
a money-making one, exercising its influence on the elite and
not on the crowd. He may possibly have been led to form, his
conclusions by the enthusiasm always manifested for his sister
in England. He did not consider that she found there a nu-
merous and highly-educated aristocracy; that the gentry—in.
fact, all the upper classes—are well acquainted with the French
language, and familiar with its great authors; that the dis-
tance between the two countries permitted of a constant inter-
change of ideas that rendered the appreciation of French dra-
matic literature and its interpreters easy.
He did not pause to reflect that in America, though, educa-
tion is far more widely disseminated, it is also more superfi-
cial ; that this busy nation, while it astonishes the rest of the
world by the gigantic advances it makes in all the mechanical
arts, by its wonderful inventions in navigation, in agriculture,
has 'had no time as yet to perfect itself in the arts that are
less practically useful—^no leisure to cultivate the taste for
things that to. old Europe are Necessaries and to" young Amer-
ica superfluities.
Had Raphael been guilty of two literary ideas, bis wild
anticipations of success would have been somewhat tamed by
the difference between the French classic drama and the En-
glish or Shakspearian, which is also that of the United States.
That Madame Ristori should charm even those among the
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